
Residue Harrow RH 500 RH 750

Weight 1,450kg 1,700kg

Working Width 5m 7.5m

Transport Width 2.4m 2.4m

Transport Length 4.6m 4.6m

Transport Locks Standard Standard

Road Lighting Kit Standard Standard

Tine Spacing 6cm 6cm

Heavy Duty Low Profile 
Implement Wheels

Standard Standard

Optimum Working Speed 15 - 20km/hr 15 - 20km/hr

Taking control of weed and slug pressures

The harrow features five rows of extra stiff 28” tines, that 
offer higher frequency vibration which enhance the shatter 
action making it ideal for accelerating straw 
decomposition and stimulating weed chit in stubbles. 

When following the RT Series, stubbles can be topped, 
debris distributed and the surface stimulated to promote a 
flush of weeds and volunteers ahead of Autumn drilling in 
one pass.

By consolidating two passes into a single operation, the 
combination can save users time and diesel helping to 
bring down establishment costs and can mean growers 
are able to make best use of their available chemistry to 
achieve an effective weed kill. 

The harrow also provides cultural control for slug 
pressure, particularly in Oilseed Rape stubbles where 
cutting and smashing residue significantly reduces slug 
habitats, reducing reliance on molluscicide’s.

Invigorate swards for healthier growth

With adjustable tines, the harrow can be set at different 
angles, making it the ideal tool for invigorating 
grassland directly behind the RT Series wing mowers.

Over time, cut residue can often settle at the base of the 
canopy and form a thatch which can have a detrimental 
impact on the quality of the regrowth, leaving pastures 
feeling tired and unproductive. 

By disturbing residue in the lower levels of the sward, the 
wrap around tines promote better aeration, and can 
reinvigorate grassland, resulting in healthier growth.

The Razorback Residue Harrow’s flexibility makes it 
suitable for farmers, airports, racecourses and amenity 
operators. 

 Stubble and Grassland Management

Residue Harrow
Features
• Suited to both grass and stubble          

applications

• Five rows of 28” heavy duty, virtually          
unbreakable tines

• 5m and 7.5m working width designed 
to fit behind the RT Series providing 
a dual action pass

• Floating parallel linkage maintains 
equal frame depth to ensure the rake 
carries evenly

• Hydraulic folding to a narrow      
transport width

• Adjustable rake angle
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 Stubble and Grassland Management

Residue Harrow

Watch the 
video

Designed to compliment the RT Series mower, the 
Razorback Residue Harrow proves itself as an 
indispensable tool in the management of 
vegetation.

With a uniquely designed parallel linkage, the tines 
maintain constant contact with the ground 
independently of the drawbar, whether affixed 
behind the RT Series or directly to the tractor.

When used together, the duo provide even greater 
versatility over a range of applications including 
creating stale seedbeds pre drilling and improving 
grassland.

Versatility for 
grassland and stubble


